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Source	# Note	# Participant Data	Type Date Place Notes Theme	1 Theme	2 Overarching	Theme	 Observation Suggestion Solution Action Reflection
1 1 Sally Discussion 14/01/2016 Meeting	Room Power Power







2 1 Bryan Discussion 14/01/2016 Meeting	Room Sharepoint	solution	wiki
3 1 Mabel Discussion 14/01/2016 Meeting	Room History/Context
6 1 Effie Discussion 14/01/2016 Meeting	Room History/Context Expectations
1 3 Sally Discussion 14/01/2016 Meeting	Room Perceptions/Bias Context
4 1 Rihanna Discussion 14/01/2016 Meeting	Room The	way	we	work Professionalism Organisational	culture
1 4 Sally Discussion 14/01/2016 Meeting	Room Perceptions
1 5 Sally Discussion 14/01/2016 Meeting	Room Focus	on	harvesting	information Creation	of	a	harvesting	document
2 4 Bryan Discussion 14/01/2016 Meeting	Room Consequences	of	inaction Preparedness
5 1 Katherine Discussion 14/01/2016 Meeting	Room This	is	important	-	keep	it	within	GT Setting	a	manageable	scope
3 2 Mabel Discussion 14/01/2016 Meeting	Room Triangle	of	GT,	locations	and	HR Keeping	locations	accountable
1 6 Sally Discussion 14/01/2016 Meeting	Room Three-way	calls




2 4 Bryan Discussion 14/01/2016 Meeting	Room
Focusing	on	GT	because	it's	harder	
to	include	[police]	the	locations
1 7 Sally Discussion 14/01/2016 Meeting	Room
Use	mentoring	and	best	practice	
sessions	to	filter	down	changes




3 3 Mabel Discussion 14/01/2016 Meeting	Room History Organisational	culture







2 5 Bryan Discussion 14/01/2016 Meeting	Room






2 6 Bryan Discussion 14/01/2016 Meeting	Room This	is	a	good	suggetsion	but	it's	out	of	our	hands
Consider	longer	tenures	for	GT	
manager





are	important. History/Context Perspective Organisational	culture
6 2 Effie Discussion 14/01/2016 Meeting	Room See	note	above History/Context Perspective Organisational	culture
1 9 Sally Discussion 14/01/2016 Meeting	Room Reiteration Harvesting	document Harvesting	Document
3 5 Mabel Discussion 14/01/2016 Meeting	Room
This	was	not	strictly	the	first	time	she	had	thought	about	this	but	
we	will	attribute	it	as	so,	because	she	mentioned	it	here	first Collaboration	site
7 1 Group Discussion 14/01/2016 Meeting	Room
Mentoring	circles	became	a	space	where	knowledge	could	be	
shared	within	the	wider	network Mentoring	Circles Mentoring	Circles Mentoring	Circles
7 2 Group Discussion 14/01/2016 Meeting	Room
This	was	only	important	in	so	far	as	it	changed	the	way	we	
trained	and	coached	locations Promoting	cultural	awareness





6 4 Effie Discussion 14/01/2016 Meeting	Room
Summarising	re	scope,	observing	what's	been	covered		and	
setting	the	first	action Harvesting	document









6 5 Effie Discussion 11/02/2016 Meeting	Room This	Is	important	-	did	we	jump	to	a	solution	too	soon? Jumping	to	a	solution
4 3 Rihanna Discussion 11/02/2016 Meeting	Room
Rihanna	notes	the	lack	of	a	proper	system	of	transferring	
knowledge
Identifying	the	problem	as	one	
of	transferring	knowledge
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